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Next Meeting - Monday 13th June
Practical Evening
Our final evening of the season on Monday 13th June is a Practical evening set-up by Stephen & Roy. They have
arranged for models wearing different costumes to come along. There will be backdrops and lighting setups, so all
members need to bring are cameras, tripods, smart phones and a camera flash if you have one.
In addition there will be tables of 'Still Life' props.
Just come along and have some fun.

Rugeley & Armitage Camera Club Annual Exhibition
{

Sunday 12th June 2022 11.00am - 4.00pm - Free entry
To be held in The Davy Suite, Lea Hall Club, Sandy Lane, Rugeley.
A showcase of prints will be on display from our members together with photographs
from students at The Hart School Rugeley.
Refreshments will be on sale throughout the day.
We will be very grateful if any one could spend a little time to help setup from 9.00am
onwards, serve refreshments or to clear away after 4.00pm.
If you can offer help please email Carole at Carole-Perry@sky.com

Camera Club Walk on Monday 30th May
On Monday evening ten of us (plus Archie) met at Birches Valley on Cannock Chase for a
photography walkabout. After the initial meeting and greeting we finally set off. However it didn’t take
long for Schoolmistress Margaret to give us all a stern talking to. Margaret pointed out that this being a
club evening, it was a picture taking exercise, not a talking exercise.
Having been reprimanded we all stuck to the task in hand. It
was good to see everyone looking for images. Some were
taking the wider landscape, some were going for close-ups.
The two hours spent walking around Fair Oak Pools went by
in a flash (no photography pun intended). Everyone enjoyed
themselves and no doubt we provided extra food for the
midges. Everyone was a winner.
I’m sure all would like to thank Margaret for organising. Hopefully during the summer break we can
do it again. Cannock Chase is a large area…..
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